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Scrabble Tips on Rearranging and Exchanging


When playing Scrabble, there are a few basic things you need to master such as how to rearrange the tiles or exchange them. These are 2 options you have which could be huge game changers. A Scrabble cheat could go a long way especially if you really want to do your best and win your match no matter what the challenges may be. Scrabble is a mind game and a board game and it bohoves every serious player to consult a Scrabble word checker from time to time.





On Rearranging the Tiles


Rearranging your tiles could be done mentally but you can also have a more concrete and visual look if you try doing it on your rack. Finding a word is easy for some players through rearranging their available letters right on the rack. The words would easily pop out and you can immediately build them before placing on the squares. In online Scrabble, doing so is possible through a shuffle button.


On Exchanging Tiles
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You can find numerous word tips in Scrabble but the exchange is absolutely the last resort. You can avoid it through improvising or use a Scrabble word finder to make use of all the available tiles you have on your rack. Take note that you only exchange letters if it is impossible to spell a word with what you got. If you really hate your rack, then it's more logical to exchange letters or tiles than suffer the agony. In exchanging tiles, always remember that you are giving up your turn thus make a sound decision before calling it.


Rearranging the tiles in your head can help you to identify many two letter words and is one of the best strategies to keep others from knowing your next move or the available tiles on your rack. Exchanging tiles ought to be your last resort only if you have run out of luck.
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